Playgrounds of the mind. Item Preview. remove-circle. Playgrounds of the mind. by. Niven, Larry. Books to Borrow. Books for People with Print Disabilities. Internet Archive Books. Scanned in China. Uploaded by lotu.t on October 21, 2011. SIMILAR ITEMS (based on metadata). Terms of Service (last updated 12/31/2014). Larry Niven. The sequel to N-Space, this retrospective collection captures the startling range and variety of Larry Niven's spectacular career - from bestselling novels such as Lucifer's Hammer and The Ringworld Engineers to his classic short stories and essays - and is an impressive tribute to the man Arthur C. Clarke calls his "favorite author". Playgrounds of the Mind book. Read 15 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Also see: Alternate Cover Editions for this ISBN [ACE] ACE... Like N-Space, Playgrounds of the Mind is a feast for Niven's millions of fans-and an impressive tribute to the man Arthur C. Clarke called his "favorite writer." ...more. Get A Copy. Amazon. Online Stores â–¾. Audible Barnes & Noble Walmart eBooks Apple Books Google Play Abebooks Book Depository Alibris Indigo Better World Books IndieBound. Libraries. Prices for editions of Playgrounds of the Mind, by Larry Niven. Presents a collection of stories from the second half of Niven's writing career, many previously unpublished in book form, plus a wealth of gossip and anecdotes. Description taken from 9780812516951. Booko found 2 book editions of Playgrounds of the Mind by Larry Niven. Playgrounds of the Mind—along with its companion-piece, N-Space—contains, very simply, the best SF of Larry Niven’s long and distinguished career. Here is the exciting new masterwork by the man Frederik Pohl has dubbed "a true master," Gregory Benford calls "the paradigm SF personality of the last several decades," the man Arthur C. Clarke has hailed as his "favorite SF writer," Tor books by Larry Niven. Achilles’s Choice (with Steven Barnes). The Descent of Anansi (with Steven Barnes). N-Space. This is a work of fiction. The thought of an eventual book must have been in the back of every mind. Now we dared speak of it, and now we dared make more elaborate plans. We sent human explorers to Thrax, aboard the Ring City taken from my Bigger Than Worlds article.